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The bus ride to Annual Conference, was still

not fun.  More road torn up for construction

than not, so a slow, bumpy process.

But it was great to enjoy the same great

resort as last year.  Only a couple clearer

days, but great setting, food, and fellowship.

A few extra days to rest and spoil myself a bit.

Special worship was conducted
outside my house in the city, as the



landlords celebrated their only son's
marriage after him not being home

for 6 years.  I wasn't disappointed to
miss the bigger wedding party that

was also held while I was gone.

After many years, the chance to return to visit in Rukum, where we started a clinic and the first

Body in the area.  Many huge changes in both after these years.  So nice to meet people long

unseen, and meet new ones as well.



Many sweet times of fellowship together and

sharing in different ways.

Multiplication has happened, and we continue

to look for more.

The traveling on further west and in the southern tropical plains.  With a chance to teach a

body there, and visit and catch up on a family continuing to seek to serve in another new area,

despite meaning a very simple and hard life.



Some girls shared a
dance, with traditional

dress and style, done to a
like-minded song.

Click on picture for the
video.

I am now safely back in the Far West as the country celebrates its second biggest holiday
of Diwali (Tihar).  My research survey in the village is scheduled for the weekend after US

Thanksgiving.  We are working on coordination and preparation for this.  We will need good
health, the help of other workers in the village, and logistics to pull everything together.  My

partner, by the way, had lots of health check ups, but not a lot of concrete help for his
issues.  He needs to work on a lot of life-style issues that hopefully will help.
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